1...NOISE COMPLAINT  STADIUM DR  072212
Officers responded to a loud party call. Residents contacted and advised of a noise ordinance.

2...WARRANT ARREST  PHYSICAL PLANT LOT  072212
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was arrested for public intoxication and an outstanding warrant.

3...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  PACIFIC & FULTON  072212
Officer responded to a report of a male lying in the roadway. Officer located the subject who was interviewed and warned.

4...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  HUMAN RESOURCES  072212
Officer was flagged down by staff reporting a suspicious female giving hand gestures to passersbys in the area. Female was contacted, interviewed and warned.

5...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  OFF CAMPUS  072212
Victim came to DPS to file a report against someone who hit her. Officer referred to SPD since an off campus crime.

6...VANDALISM  STAGG WAY  072312
Victim reported her canvas top was slit. Officer responded and initiated a report.

7...NARCOTICS ARREST  PACIFIC AVE  072312
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was arrested for warrants and drug paraphernalia.

8...NOISE COMPLAINT  MENDOCINO AVE  072312
Officer responded to a noise complaint. Residents were contacted and advised accordingly.

9...WARRANT ARREST  SOUTH SERVICE RD  072412
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was arrested on felony warrants and transported to the county jail.
10...CASUALTY  WOODBRIDGE  072412
Officer responded to a report of an elderly male with an ankle injury requesting an escort to his vehicle. Officer responded to assist.

11...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  ATHLETICS  072412
Staff requested a report on a missing golf cart. Officer circulated information before taking report.

12...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  ANDERSON HALL  072412
Officer responded to a report of a female acting suspicious, wearing elaborate head gear and dress. Officer contacted the female who was mentally ill.

13...AIDED STOCKTON PD  PERSHING AVE  072412
Officer attempted to stop a vehicle for a red light violation. Officer advised that the driver was going after a vehicle that kidnapped her child and SPD had already been notified. Dispatch confirmed with SPD and advised SPD is handling.

14...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  CALAVERAS BIKE PATH  072512
Officers responded to a report of a female screaming in the area. Officers located the female who was arguing with a male subject. Both subjects interviewed and left in separate directions.

15...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  HEALTH SCIENCES  072612
Officers conducted a checkout on a male subject with a bloody face. Subject recently left a local hospital after refusing clean up. Medics responded and transported the subject back to the hospital. Not campus related.

16...TRESPASSING ARREST  TOWERVIEW APTS  072612
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was arrested for trespassing and transported to the county jail.

17...THEFT  JANSSEN-LAGORIO GYM  072612
Officer responded to a report of a two laptops stolen. Lap tops were left unattended for a period of time and the location was open to public access. Officer initiated a theft report.

18...AIDED STOCKTON PD  EL MONTE ST  072712
SPD reported a fight in progress involving several subjects. Officer reported subjects disbursing. Officer stood by in the area until SPD responded on scene.
19...CASUALTY HEALTH SCIENCES 072712
Officers and medics responded to a report of an elderly male on the ground having a seizure. Subject was transported to a local hospital via ambulance.

20...CASUALTY DE ROSA CENTER 072712
Stockton Fire reported receiving an emergency call of a male subject experiencing chest pains. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

21...NOISE COMPLAINT PACIFIC AVE 072812
Officers responded to a loud party call. Residents were contacted and advised to keep the noise level down.

22...DUI ARREST LOT 4 072812
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the driver was DUI. CHP requested and arrested the driver who was transported to the county jail.

23...BURGLARY DAVE BRUBECK (off campus) 072812
Officer responded to a report of a residential burglary. Victim left her apartment for a period of time, securing her doors but left the rear windows open. When she returned, the items were missing. Victim reported her game consoles were stolen. Officer initiated a report.